
Swa� Lak� Men�
387 Crewe Road, Cheshire East, United Kingdom

+441270252238 - http://www.facebook.com/swanlakechineserestaurant/

On this site, you can find the complete menu of Swan Lake from Cheshire East. Currently, there are 18 courses
and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You can also

contact them through their website. What User likes about Swan Lake:
best Chinese takeaway, we travel from elworth sandbach and eating is delicious, the service is great! our favorite
is the mixed plate, crispy shrunk hew, eierreis and cantonese sauce read more. The restaurant is accessible and
can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the weather conditions, you
can also sit outside and be served. WiFi is available at no extra cost. What cheshire portugal doesn't like about

Swan Lake:
Well you can always tell a place by its reviews wished I had looked as there are only 2 since I wrote one. Not

been as its takeaway but tonight collected one certainly will not be going again it was awful. Hot and sour soup
tasted of vinegar. Spare ribs in a thick gunky sauce the chips not edible fried rice not good and special curry

onions not cooked thick sauce. Sorry to say I don't know what's happened to the plac... read more. If you want to
have a drink after work and hang out with friends, Swan Lake from Cheshire East is a good bar, On the daily
specials there are also several Asian dishes. visitors particularly appreciate the versatile, tasty Chinese cuisine,
Furthermore, the visitors love the creative combination of different dishes with new and partially experimental

ingredients - a nice example of successful Asian Fusion.
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Por�
SWEET & SOUR PORK

Desser�
CREPES

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

Südindisch� Gericht�
PEPPER CHICKEN

Coffe�
COFFEE

Restauran� Categor�
GLUTEN FREE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
MILK

MEAT

SEAFOOD

DUCK

SCALLOPS

MUSHROOMS

PRAWNS

BEEF

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT
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